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Taureau Group is an independent boutique investment bank providing merger and acquisition services to lower middle 
market companies throughout the world. Our unique capabilities provide clients with a greater number of options, 
leading to a higher likelihood of success. 

Principals of Taureau Group have successfully 
completed hundreds of M&A transactions for a 
wide array of clients in virtually every industry. 
Transactions typically involve closely held and 
family-owned businesses, and private equity 
firms with transaction values ranging from $10 
million to $150 million. We are committed to 
meeting the unique needs of middle-market 
companies and their owners, delivering highly 
creative financial solutions and a level of 
professional service that consistently exceeds 
their expectations. Taureau Group combines 
the capabilities of large, bulge-bracket 
investment banks with the service and 
responsiveness of a the middle-market. 

Work with a top M&A team with a singular 
focus: achieving outstanding results. Our unique 
capabilities include: 

 Navigation of transaction complexities 

 Proven collaboration and negotiation skills 
to ensure your needs are met 

 A sense of urgency and a focus on 
creative solutions that help get deals done 

 Skilled target research to access an 
extensive network of potential buyers and 
sellers, both globally and domestically 

 Structured marketing process and 
compelling materials 

 Process leadership and execution that 
allows you to focus on big-picture items 
and run day-to-day operations 

 Unique full-service solutions to meet your 
business and personal goals 
 

Sign-up for our M&A Newsletter to stay 
connected and informed of the latest trends 
and multiples in the lower middle-market.  
taureaugroup.com/subscribe  

Seller Advisory 
Transaction size: $10 - 150 MM 
Location: Global 

  

Buyer Advisory 
Transaction size: Any 
Location: Global 

  

Management Buyouts/ 
Family Transitions 

Transaction size: Any 
Location: U.S. 

  

M&A Valuations 
Purpose: Sell-side preparation 
or acquisitions 

  

Specialty Financing 
Min. placement: $1 MM 
Location: U.S. 
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